Oberhausen. In his speech from the stage of the Circustheater in Scheveningen he said:
"What I loved about your performance tonight was your ability to so freely express your emotions, and give your own interpretation of this role in your native language. I hope you can be similarly free in your performance in American."
ii Van In its musical creed, mobilizes the ideology of the American Dream and its set of ideologemes that define the American way of life: "I am what I am," "The sky is the limit," "Be all you can be," "Liberty and justice for all," "There can be a better day," "The sun will come out tomorrow." These are all poetically transcoded in the musical into "To dream the impossible dream" and "To reach the unreachable star!", becoming an integral metaphorical translation of the American spirit of resilience and the American way of life in the collective consciousness. More generally, the term pilgrim has also referred to people embarking on a quest to find a place they can call their home, where they might live out their destiny. In
American society, interpretations of the Pilgrims, and pilgrims, have both carried great weight. These labels are equally useful when reading Elphaba in Wicked. Elphaba may be viewed by audiences and Ozians as exceptional, in that she has great (magical)
potential, a great deal of courage and fierce determination. Indeed, like the Pilgrims, in the song "Defying Gravity" she conceives of herself as a figure to be lauded:
Unlimited.My future is unlimited And I've just had a visionalmost like a prophecy I know -it sounds truly crazy.And true, the vision's hazy But I swear, someday there'll bea celebration throughout Oz That's all to do with me! Later, while literally elevating herself by drawing on her magical powers, soaring above her persecutors and peers, Elphaba declares: "I think I'll trydefying gravity. And you can't pull me down!" Elphaba separates herself from society with this declaration, and act, of exceptionalism. She invites Glinda to follow her lead, and when Glinda declines, Elphaba reasserts her elevated position: "So if you care to find melook to the western sky...nobody in all of Oz, no wizard that there is or wasis ever gonna bring me down!"
Though declaring her secession, as established earlier, Elphaba is also embarking on a pilgrimage to find herself, and a home. She makes a number of journeys throughout is therefore also ultimately a failed promise. Lastly, Elphaba's sister Nessarose must also reconcile herself to the failure of the romance she constructs with the Munchkin Boq.
Tribal Consumers and Transnational Performances
Jill Dolan usefully identifies the potential in spectators attending a performance together, potential only multiplied by Wicked's multiple companies. "Audiences form temporary communities, sites of public discourse that, along with the intense experiences of utopian performatives, can model new investments in and interactions with variously constituted public spheres." xl Building, as we have, on Victor Turner, Dolan notes how "the communitas they experience through utopian performatives might become a model for other social interactions." xli We have already suggested Wicked recruits spectators to agitate outside the theatre like Elphaba, but Dolan's concern with community and social interactions is also significant for the members of the spectating communities, which includes the temporary community in specific theatres, the imagined community of all Wicked spectators, and the communities sustained online via social media. Active and enthusiastic in their consumption, sometimes in the extreme, tribes produce a range of identities, practices, rituals, meanings, and even material culture itself. They re-script roles, twist meanings, and shout back to producers and other groups of people while they fashion their own differentiation strategies. They both absorb and resist the pre-packaged, off-the-shelf, brand-and-product meanings of marketers. 
